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Clinical Profile 

In 2010 I completed a profile of Roman Polański.
With the new book coming out by Samantha 
Gailey Geimer in September 2013,it becomes 
relevant to review and present, once again, a 
clinical profile of Polański.’s complex personality.

Prof. Barry Austin Goodfield. Ph.D, DABFM



           Just who is 
     Roman Polański ?
          
 



    Background Information 

•  Polański survived the Holocaust in German occupied Poland during WWII   

•  1969, his pregnant wife, Sharon Tate, was murdered by the Manson Family

•  In 1977, he was arrested in Los Angeles and pleaded guilty to "unlawful
   sexual intercourse with a minor”

•  Released after a 42-day psychiatric evaluation, Polański fled to France

•  He is considered by U.S. authorities to be a fugitive from justice

•  Polański has since avoided visits to countries that were likely to extradite him

•  As a France citizen, he is protected by France's limited extradition with
   the United States 



	 	 	 	 	 	 

           Background Information   

 

•  Roman Raymond Polański (born 8/18/1933)

•  Academy Award-winning Polish-France film director, writer,
   actor and producer.

•  He began his career in Poland, and later became a celebrated
   director of both art house and commercial films, making such 
   films as Knife in the Water, Repulsion, Rosemary's Baby, 
   Chinatown, The Pianist. 

• Polański is one of the world's best known contemporary film 
   directors. 

•  He is also known for his turbulent and controversial personal
    life 



 

Samantha Gailey Geimer was 13 when she met Polaǹski, who was 
accused of raping her after plying her with champagne and part of 
a Quaalude pill during a second modeling shoot in 1977. 

In March 1977, he was arrested and charged in Los Angeles with a 
number of offenses against Samantha Gailey - rape by use of 
drugs, perversion, sodomy, lewd and lascivious act upon a child 
under 14, and furnishing a controlled substance to a minor. 

Background Information
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At his arraignment he pleaded not guilty to all charges, but later 
accepted a plea bargain whose terms included dismissal of five 
of the initial charges in exchange for a guilty lea to the lesser 
charge of engaging in unlawful sexual intercourse.

Polanski underwent a court-ordered psychiatric evaluation and it 
was expected that he would only receive probation at his 
sentencing. However, upon learning that he was likely to face 
imprisonment and deportation Polanski fled to France in 
February 1978, hours before he was to be formally sentenced. 

Since then Polanski has mostly lived in France and avoided 
visiting countries likely to extradite him to the United States.

Background Information



“What happened when you 
sat down on the couch?
He reached over and he 
kissed me. And I was telling 
him, 'No,' you know, 'keep 
away'.
But I was kind of afraid of 
him because there was no 
one else there.
How long did Mr. Polanski 
have his mouth on your 
vagina? A few minutes."

COURT   TRANSCRIPT 
OF TESTIMONY



"What happened after that?
He started to have intercourse 
with me. He asked, he goes, 
Are you on the pill?
And I went No… he goes,  
Would you like me to go in 
through your back?”

COURT   
TRANSCRIPT 

OF TESTIMONY
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Background Information   

On September 17, 2013 Samantha Gailey Geimer will release 
her book “The Girl: A Life in the Shadow of Roman Polanski”

The cover photo for the book was obtained during Samantha Gailey Geimer’s civil suit against Polanski. 
                            The image was taken by Polanski himself in his first photo shoot.
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In its simplest form, The Goodfield Method teaches us how the unconscious 
mind can be seen and understood on all levels of human experience. 

Unconscious messages from the body can, in fact, be seen through the 
uncontrollable Non-Verbal Leak (NVL), which manifest in a person's facial 
expressions or mannerisms. Because this "leak" comes from the 
unconscious, there is absolutely no way an individual can control, modify 
or prevent its appearance. Accordingly, these signs are consistent, 
repeatable, and predictable. 

Whether in the boardroom or through personal interactions, our lives are 
profoundly influenced by the unconscious messages we send through our 
nonverbal behaviors. The Goodfield Method explains:

• How to recognize the Non-Verbal Leak,
• How to analyze the meaning and significance of the Leak, and
• The appropriate actions to take regarding this information.

The Goodfield Method



Tough man who is masking his anger,
        distrust and latent homosexuality

            First Impression:



Report Level (what do you see):

Deep lines bi-lateral by mouth and nose
Gray/ brown hair
Horizontal lines in forehead
Vertical line between eyebrows
Video Left (VL) eyebrow slightly higher then video 
Right (VR) eyebrow
VL eye bigger then VR eye
Horizontal lines under eyes 
Vertical lines from nose to mouth, VL line half 
round shape, VR line is straight down to mouth
Symmetrical lines from mouth corners visible, VL 
more visible then VR
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     What is a Non-Verbal Leak?
The NVL is a repetitive, patterned movement 
from the shoulders up, reflecting an 
unresolved perceived trauma and manifesting 
an Old Decision or strategy from the past. It is 
a way of looking at the strategies that the 
individual presents in his total nonverbal 
behavior.



Polanski’s Non-Verbal Leak
 

1. Eyes open                  
2. Teary eyes (squinting)
3. One eye more open than the other 
4. Jaw shifting 
5. Tighten top lip
6. Biting down  
7. Swallow down
8. Eyes open
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His SL-1 is PAIN /  DISBELIEF

The Impact or Symbolic Level (SL- 1)

Any Perceived Traumatic Event (PTE) that is real in the eyes of   
the person who experienced it. 
This shock to the system can be recorded on both levels 
of consciousness. 

     Moreover, impact upon the person on an intrapsychic, 
     psycho-physiological or interpersonal level.



 

 

  

 

A very intense and present 
person with distrust pain 
with some teariness in his 
eyes

SL1
: p

ain

 

 

  

 

           Goodfield Personality Type 3.1 
“The Analyst”          

SL1: pain
SL1: disbelief
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The Primary Emotion or Symbolic Level (SL-2)

This is the first impulse that the person has to the traumatic event. 
It is what he really wants to do. 
If his response in a SL-2 situation is anger than the person wants 
to express it clearly and directly with no holding back. 

His SL-2  is SADNESS / ANGER
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Coping Strategy or Symbolic Level (SL-3)

This is what the person does; it is not what he wants to do. 
It’s the realization for the person that when he gives in to the 
feelings of what he wants to do, he could make the situation 
even worse. It’s the compromise that works for him at that moment. 

     With time and similar perceptions of what his world is like, 
     he develops similar strategies for similar situations. 

The goal (SL-3) is to establish balance and to restore homeostasis to 
the system. 

      The SL-3 is the person’s basic strategy in dealing with those feelings 
      in his life.   

                     His SL- 3 is DISTANCING, BITING DOWN
                                                



His statement of the NVL on the Symbolic 
Level as a Goodfield Personality 

Type 3.1 The Analyst
     
   

“ I feel pain and disbelief, it makes me sad   
and angry, I do not want to express it so I wait 
and watch what you do and then  express the 
anger and swallow the sad feelings down”



                                          “THE ANALYIST”                                          “THE ANALYIST”
Aggression styles toward 
others

Anger In; Difficulty in Expressing 

General impression Frustrated about their power 

Body posture “S” type spinal posture 

Body type Either frail or obese “unkempt” 

Sexual preference Passive Heterosexual; (If Homo) Passive 

Ego strength Strong with a weak core 

Leadership traits A leader who distrusts his power and ability to lead 

Eyes Normal with some trance possible 

Trustworthy Very trustworthy 

Personal contact Yes-but, maybe, could be, if only you... 

Giver – taker A giver who does not know if his gift is good 
enough 

Health issues Ileitis, colitis; G.I track problems 

Here and now A fairly present day dreamer

Psychopathology When extreme: Paranoid delusions

Masseter muscular 
development

Normal 

Pelvic movement Restricted pulled back

                 Goodfield Personality Type 3.1 



   Goodfield Personality The Analyst Type 3.1     

•     Trustworthy

•      Compliant

•      Responsive to a leader he trusts

•      On a deep level distrusts own power

•      A reluctant leader who can lead

•      Mild trance / reflective

•      Retribution when deemed appropriate

•      Knowledgeable

•      Liked by those who think they know him 



  Goodfield Personality The Analyst Type 3.1   

•   Constantly ruminating

•    Shares about 1/10th of what he feels &

     only to a selected few 

•    An open book if he trusts you

•    Clear thinker

•    Very logical

•    Intelligent

•    Street smart



Goodfield Personality The Analyst Type 3.1 

•   Fair 

•   Open to difference

•   Self-critical 

•   Aware of others difficulties living up to his

    high standards

•  Takes life seriously
•   Responsible

•   Compassionate

   



Polański’s How He is Seen by Others
 

He is seen as outgoing and open however, those 
who know him will tell you that it is not true. He 
shows a small percentage of what he truly feels 

His films have a large following and are a 
creative, artistic and are commercially successful

His films reflect the inner conflict he experiences 
on an intra-psychic level, and at the same time 
grant some unconscious relief



He prides himself as being fair and open to 
difference. Although he holds himself to a very 
high standard, he understands the difficulties 
associated in achieving and maintaining those 
standards.

 



	 	 	 	 	 	 
      Clinical Discussion   

 

   



  Clinical Discussion 
Intra Psychic Level:

There are no noticeable signs of mental illness. He struggles 
with issues regarding sexual abuse, which I would speculate, 
occurred in his early childhood. This may relate to his 
experiences in the concentration camp as a young child. 

This may be part of the confusion between sex and aggression.
I also believe he has fear of abandonment regarding woman. 
Although attracted to woman he is most comfortable when he 
feels control over them, as it reduces his anxiety regarding 
deeper abandonment issues.



  Clinical Discussion 
Intra Psychic Level:

Young woman are suitable substitutions for his need for control. 
They are more subservient and willing to fit into a deeper 
object forum relationship. 

On a deeper unconscious level, he struggles with issues of 
latent homosexuality. Contact with male figures are less 
threading than a female, who might abandon him. I also feel 
that on some level he felt abandoned by his mother. Hence the 
aggression towards woman. He has a kind of approach- 
avoidance issue on some level towards woman.
 



  Clinical Discussion 
Intra Psychic Level:

This behavior is masked by mutual superficial female contacts.

His tragic loss of his pregnant wife, Sharon Tate, at the hands of
 “The Manson Family”, certainly reinforced these deeper issues 
of lose and fear of abandonment as well his basic unconscious 
confusion regarding sex and aggression. 

He therefore, finds the creative expression offered in his work 
as an excellent outlet for these feeling. He can have control as 
a director and can, at the sametime, act out some of his deeper 
and somewhat darker elements of his unconscious process.



          His Current Struggle



Current Issue:     
•   Ongoing legal entanglement regarding rape 
     conviction 36 years ago with a 13 year old child

Deeper Agenda:
•   Conflict between sex and aggression steaming 
    from early childhood trauma

•   Issue of latent homosexuality 

•   Issues of blocked aggression



	 	 	 	 	 	 

     
    

  

             What’s Next?  
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The Netherlands
www.goodfieldinstituut.nl

 USA
www.goodfieldinstitute.com

www.goodfieldmediagroup.com

Facebook
http://on.fb.me/ub26Qa

YouTube
http://goo.gl/eAew8

LinkedIn
http://www.linkedin.com

Hyves
http://bgoodfield.hyves.nl/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/BGoodfield

For	 more	 information
regarding	 the	 Goodfield
Method	 please	 visit:

http://www.goodfieldinstituut.nl
http://www.goodfieldinstituut.nl
http://www.goodfieldinstitute.com
http://www.goodfieldinstitute.com
http://www.goodfieldmediagroup.com
http://www.goodfieldmediagroup.com
http://on.fb.me/ub26Qa
http://on.fb.me/ub26Qa
http://goo.gl/eAew8
http://goo.gl/eAew8
http://www.linkedin.com
http://www.linkedin.com
http://bgoodfield.hyves.nl
http://bgoodfield.hyves.nl
https://twitter.com/BGoodfield
https://twitter.com/BGoodfield
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 Source: Internet       
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Roman_Polanski

http://www.cbsnews.com/

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Roman_Polanski
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Roman_Polanski
http://www.cbsnews.com
http://www.cbsnews.com

